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GISetc: 

Educational Technology 
Consultants 

Provide learning 
opportunities in the use 
of the newest geospatial 
learning technologies

Design Curricula and 
professional development 
materials for educators



Founded 1969

Privately held; 4,500 employees

World leader in GIS

Purpose:

• Design and Advance GIS

• Serve users and partners

• Develop professional GIS 

workforce

• Build spatial literacy

• Foster stewardship

• Be sustainable as 

company
Key ESRI axiom: 
Geography matters



http://edcommunity.esri.com



What are GeoTechnologies?

GIS—Desktop, Web, Mobile

GPS

Remote Sensing

Virtual Globes

Web Mapping 

All have a natural fit in science inquiry

http://static.howstuffworks.com/gif/google-earth-17.jpg
http://www.gis.com/whatisgis/graphics/earthquake_map_lg.jpg
http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/~dale/scicex99/photos/E.  North Pole/5.  GPS.jpg
http://www.scanex.ru/imgs/data-landsat-sample1.jpg


 Geographic
Information
Systems

www.gis.com



 Information about the 
world

 Represented by   
points, lines, areas,  
and images

 Each point stores 
information in tables

 These can be 
explored, graphed, or 
mapped on computer



 Visualizing spatial 
information...

 “making maps”

 Manipulating and 
analyzing spatial 
information...

 “asking questions of 
maps and data”



GIS continuum for education

“Professional Grade” 

Desktop Software with 

Powerful Analysis 

Guiding Inquiry Tools

Tailored Web-smart 

Services and 

Applications

Limited Capacity 

Web-based 

Services and 

Desktop Access to 

Map libraries

Education settings demand more than a “one 

size fits all” approach.

ESRI and partners are moving forward to 

support you.



 They are quickly accessible from any browser
 They range over a wide variety of topics
 They can be assigned for home use
 Best used with short directions and a guiding 

question.      i.e.  URL and single purpose

 Designed with a narrow purpose
 Limited to the functionalities on the page
 Check up on them before use or use screen 

captures



 Teach about conservation

 Forcing factors for speciation to test students

 To give hope for the future

UNEP  IMAP, Redlist,  Nature conservancy,  
Atlas of Global Conservation by CA Nature 
Conservancy





















 Massachusetts.Gov, Whale net.org, 
NationalAtlas.gov, Nature conservancy, 

Typical species include:

 Ducks, migratory birds, 

 Whales, turtles, porpoise, seals, 

 Bats, amphibians, insects, invasive species



Massachusetts state government has leveraged 
many of their state organizations to use GIS









 NASA NEO Shows:
◦ Heat flows

◦ Ocean temps as current indicators

◦ Rainfall and temperature grids for long term 
averages and deviance (drought/floods, 
cooling/warming)







What happens to the volume of the air passing 
over the Cascades east of LA?  
~ 4000 m

Pressure  1 atm to   .7 atm
Volume  10 L to ? L
Temp 40º C to   10º C

PV =      PV2

T T2

1atm * 10L =  0.7atm * ?L
213 K 183 K

?  ~  12.4 L     The air expands roughly 24 %

While checking weather stations for pressure changes is needed, 
we can couple these with NEO’s temperature for gas law calculations. 



The California air returns back to its original temperature
back down the mountians, why is the air so much warmer on the 
return down the mountain in Washington?



 MRData Soil Chemistry to see evidence of 
natural history forces of continental 
formation

 Understand growing regions

 Illustrate irrigation issues in the arid west









 Pair with soil data for old ocean deposits

 Current species diversity

 Fossil fuel distribution or glacial extent from 
NationalAtlas

 Explain current landforms from constructive 
forces to destructive forces





What makes south and central America such strong centers of speciation?



The elevation uniformity makes it more sensitive to climate changes in 
recent glaciations forming pocket biomes isolated from each other.  
Isolated vascular plants have opportunities to evolve separately when 
wetter times rejoin the rainforest fragments.



http://www.scotese.com/earth.htm

The central American isthmus arose slowly as island chains forming 
a competitive advantage for flowering plants able to migrate before 

other plants or predators. 



 Compare these to locally measured variables 
with probeware such as PASCO, Vernier, or 
Fourier 

Weatherunderground.com



Waterwatch.usgs.gov



 Weatherunderground, weather.com

 Dust measurements from NEO

 Toxic Release maps (national atlas)



 Weatherunderground

 National Atlas

 Google flu tracker



Where is the origin 
of West Nile and 
what are possible 
vectors to transmit it?



 PIGWAD enables students to investigate NASA’s 
goal of reaching the Moon Mars and beyond.





Moon

The Moons painted relief

Where might we find water for these missions?



Mars Painted Relief

What critical resources can we leverage?  
Where should we land so that we can look for them?

Mars



Consider online webmapping sites 
for what they offer:

•quick access to data
•growing database of varied topics
•visualization of large science data sets 
easing interpretation
•chance for students to build evidence 
based understanding of the world.



Thanks for your time 
Any Questions?

Roger and Anita Palmer
GISetc@gmail.com


